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The latest entry in the powerhouse series based on the popular role-playing game. Battlemech slugs it out
against battlemech in an intergalactic game of single combat and intrigue. Political maneuvers are almost as
complicated as wartime moves, as rebel forces seek their freedom and two legendary clan warriors meet in
deadly combat. Original.
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From Reader Review I Am Jade Falcon for online ebook

Brian Turner says

This novel falls between several Battletech story arcs.
It wraps up some old threads and leads into others that get novels of their own.

Featuring Star Commander Joanna of the Jade Falcons, along with Horse and Diana, most of the book has
Joanna off on a secret mission, with not much mech action.

The last third of the novel picks up and has some good moments.

Dan Benedict says

I am Jade Falcon follows the story of the clan Jadefalcon mechwarrior Joanna, whom was a secondary
character in a prior Battletech series by Robert Thurston the Jade Phoenix Trilogy centering around Aidan
Pryde).

Overall a quick read and fairly simple story. If you are familiar with the battletech universe of novels,
especially if you have read the prior Jade Phoenix trilogy then this is a fun easy read allowing you to catch
up on the lives of these characters after a number of years have past (it's set 6 or 7 years after the last of the
Jade Phoenix trilogy).

On the other hand if you are not familiar with battletech or the characters this is not the best starting point.

All in all the book was okay and I found it to be a enjoyable journey back into the battletech universe.

Kavinay says

Joanna is such a lovable jerk.

Arlomisty says

I read the other three previous books to this series way back in the early 90's... they were so so... I found this
book a couple years ago at Goodwill and decided to purchase it to finish off the series... I believe it's the last
one (though I'm not 100% sure). The reading is really simple and the story is much the same as the other
three books. I enjoyed it... it has been too long since I've journeyed back into the Battletech Universe of
books. I have a couple more unread Battletech books lurking on my shelves that I might pick up and read one
of these days.



Gary says

Joanna is such a cool character.


